
Rocky Mountain PBS burst with the laughter of children and smiles on the faces of happy parents when it hosted a free Family Day Celebration on Saturday, May 18, 1996 at the Channel Six studios.

The affair provided metro-area families with a fun “birthday party” highlighting children’s programming and commemorating KRMA’s 40th Anniversary. Families left the station with a bundle of goodies and memories of a wonderful day!

Kaiser Permanente provided underwriting for the event while staging seven performances of their “Bodywise” traveling production that focused on people making positive choices in their relationships and establishing healthy habits.

In addition, Kaiser sponsored guest interviews focusing on the Acts Against Violence program and Kaiser employees staffed a phone bank that provided callers with resources for information.

The celebration included a ride on the Magic School Bus to the Children’s Museum to see the “Magic School Bus” traveling exhibit; a demonstration by volunteers from Hawk Quest who shared a bit of the wild to visiting families with the live presence of a bald eagle, a Harris hawk, an owl and a peregrine falcon; a bone toss to Wishbone game; pictures and a chance to snuggle with a life-sized Lamb Chop; a fishing pond and Sesame Street activities sponsored by PEP; and the chance to explore and see themselves on Television on the Super Six School News set.
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